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The perfect first word book for parents and toddlers to share. Features colorful images, simple

labels, and inviting questions. It's never been easier to help your child get talking!
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This is one of my daughter's favorite books! We have three from this series and I would rank

them:1) My First Words (this book)2) Tabbed Board Books: My First Farm: Let's Get Working! (TAB

BOARD BOOKS)3) My First Animals: Let's Squeak and Squawk (My First: Animals) (TAB BOARD

BOOKS) (This I think will be excellent for slightly older kids, maybe 2+. As much as my daughter

loves animals and they have been a number of her first words, the Animals book is quite a bit more

advanced - if you're looking for a book for a 1 year old go with the First Words or Farm book)My

daughter is 14 months now and we gave her My First Words for her 1st birthday. It has been perfect

as she's been learning a ton of new words recently, and I think it will easily hold her attention at

least through the next year as she continues to discover new things. We gave it to her because she

had the My First Farm book from about 10 months and it's also one of her favorites.It is the first

thing I grab for long car rides because we can spend a long time reading it.Some of the tabs

correlate to other books in the series, which can be a pro or con depending on how many of the

books you have. Everything on the farm page is in the Farm book, which is slightly redundant, but

it's also nice to see which pages she likes and then we will probably buy the corresponding books



when she gets older. (And she doesn't mind redundant... it's good for learning anyway.

A fantastic first words picture book as it has bright and colorful photos that are engaging for babies

and toddlers. This book has been one of my 21 month old son's favorite books for a while. If you get

only one book from the DK Tabbed Board Book series, this is the one to get. The book is packed

with first vocabulary and photos and each page covers a different topic: baby actions, clothing,

furniture, food, animals, toys, vehicles, and other common objects as well as a small bit on colors,

shapes, and numbers. Handwritten font type.My age range for this book is 9 months and older, or

an early learning 6 month old. Under 6 months, the larger size might pose a challenge to infants.

Continues to be of interest to older toddlers. Great book for learning to read some first words in

handwritten letters.The DK My First Tabbed Board Books are:First WordsTabbed Board Books: My

First Animals: Let's Squeak and Squawk! (Tab Board Books)Busy DayTabbed Board Books: My

First Things That Go: Let's Get Moving! (Tab Board Books)Tabbed Board Books: My First Numbers:

Let's Get Counting! (Tab Board Books)

We have purchased a number of "first words" books, and this is my baby's favorite. It is a sturdy

tabbed book containing 13 page pairs - each featuring a different theme (outlined below). There are

plenty of pictures on each page, but not so many that they overwhelm the eye. Contains a very

good cross-section of first words. Now it isn't perfect - it doesn't include some very basic words that

I expect will be among my son's first (e.g. mommy/daddy/other family members, milk, hungry,

sleep...), but it does have plenty of other very useful words that I expect will follow soon behind. And

I guess it's understandable that some of those basic words might be hard to illustrate in a generic

picture book (e.g. how to teach "mommy" without a specific picture of me)? So while I'll have to rely

on other sources for some basic words, this book still teaches many other good words.The 13

themed page pairs are as follows, and include the following words as illustrative examples (note this

is not a complete list of the words included - just an illustrative cross-section for flavor...):- All about

me! (a.k.a. baby body parts and positions): head, arm, leg, eye, nose, mouth, sitting, lying down,

walking...- Clothes & shoes: sweater, jeans, t-shirt, shorts, pajamas, hat, coat, shoes, socks, coat...-

Around the house: clock, knife & fork, table, chair, cups, bed, sofa, phone, lamp, sink...- Food &

drink: cereal, pasta, sandwich, juice, milk, carrots, peas, apple, grapes, tomato, orange, bananas,

salad, bread, egg...- Pets: parrot, goldfish, pony, turtle, cat, dog, rabbits, guinea pigs...- Playtime:

ball, toy animals, jigsaw puzzle, drum, dollhouse, doll, train, toy phone, stacking rings, cars, blocks,

rocking horse...
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